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Abstrat
This paper is a summary of author's results on nite at ommu-
tative group shemes. The properties of the generi bre funtor are
disussed. A omplete lassiation of nite loal at ommutative
group shemes over mixed harateristi omplete disrete valuation
rings in terms of their Cartier modules (dened by Oort) is given. We
also state several properties of tangent spae of these shemes. These
results are applied to the study of redution of Abelian varieties. A
nite p-adi semistable redution riterion is formulated. It looks es-
peially nie for the ordinary redution ase. The plans of the proofs
are desribed.
Keywords: nite group sheme, Cartier module, tangent spae,
formal group, Abelian variety, semistable redution, loal eld.
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Notation. K is a mixed harateristi omplete disrete valuation eld with
residue eld of harateristi p, L is a nite extension of K; OK ⊂ OL
are their rings of integers, e is the absolute ramiation index of L, s =
[logp(pe/(p − 1))], e0 = [L : (Knr ∩ L)] (e0 = e(L/K) in the perfet residue
eld ase), l′ = s+ vp(e0) + 1, l = 2s+ vp(e0) + 1; L denotes the residue eld
of OL; M is the maximal ideal of OL; π ∈ M is some uniformizing element
of L.
In this paper a 'group sheme' will (by default) mean a nite at om-
mutative group sheme, S/OL means a nite at ommutative group sheme
over OL.
For nite group shemes S, T we write S ⊳ T if S is a losed subgroup
sheme of T .
1 The ategory of nite at ommutative group
shemes; the generi bre results
We denote by FGSR the ategory of nite at ommutative p-group shemes
(i.e. annihilated by a power of p) over a base ring R.
The goal of this paper is the study of FGSOL and of Abelian varieties
over L. We note that a ertain lassiation of FGSOL for L being perfet
was given by Breuil (see [5℄); yet that lassiation is inonvenient for several
types of problems.
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It is well known that any nite at group sheme over L is étale; hene
FGSL is equivalent to the ategory of nite modules over the absolute Galois
group of L. In partiular, this ategory is abelian.
Hene it is natural to onsider the generi bre funtor GF : S → SL =
S ×SpecOL SpecL. GF is faithful and denes a one-to-one orrespondene
between losed subgroup shemes of S and losed subgroup shemes of SL
(see [11℄).
It was also proved by Raynaud in the ase e < p − 1 that GF is full;
besides FGSOL is an Abelian ategory. Neither of this fats is true for larger
values of e. Moreover, one annot apply Raynaud's methods in the ase
e > p− 1.
Yet the following important result is valid.
Theorem 1.1. If S, T/OL are group shemes, g : SL → TL is an L-group
sheme morphism, then there exists an h : S → T over OL suh that hL =
psg.
Note that s = 0 for e < p − 1; therefore Theorem 1.1 generalizes the
fullness result of Raynaud.
Hene GF is 'almost full'. One easily heks that the result is sharp, i.e.
the value of s is the best possible.
Theorem 1.1 also an be onsidered as a nite analogue of fullness of
the generi bre funtor for p-divisible groups (proved by Tate). Besides, it
implies Tate's result (see [13℄) immediately.
The main tool of the proof is the Cartier module funtor for nite loal
group shemes. It will be dened below.
A similar statement for Ext1 follows easily from Theorem 1.1 and the
Cartier module theory for group shemes.
2 Formal groups; Cartier modules
Our basi method is resolving nite group shemes by means of p-divisible
groups (in partiular, by nite height formal group laws).
We remind the Cartier module theory for formal group laws. Here we
desribe a modied version that was used in [4℄ and [1℄ (f. [9℄ and [14℄).
We denote by C the ategory of additive subgroups of L[[∆]]m, m > 0.
For C1, C2 ∈ C, dimCi = mi we dene
C(C1, C2) = A ∈ Mm2×m1OK : AC1 ⊂ C2.
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For h ∈ (L[[∆]])m, the oeients of h are equal to hi =
∑
l≥0 cil∆
l
,
cil ∈ L, we dene
h(x) = (hi(x)), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where hi(x) =
∑
l≥0
cilx
pl. (1)
For an m-dimensional formal group law F/OL we onsider DF = {f ∈
L[[∆]]m : expF (f(x)) ∈ OL[[x]]
m}, where expF ∈ L[[X ]]
m
is the omposition
inverse to the logarithm of F . In partiular, for m = 1 we have
∑
ai∆
i ∈
DF ⇐⇒ expF (
∑
aix
pi) ∈ OL[[x]].
Then the Cartier theory easily implies the following fat.
Proposition 2.1. 1. F → DF denes a full embedding of the ategory of
formal groups over OL into C.
If f : F1 → F2, f ≡ AX mod deg 2, A ∈Mm2×m1OL, then the assoiated
map f∗ : DF1 → DF2 is the multipliation by A.
2. DF1 = DF2 if and only if the groups F1 and F2 are stritly isomorphi,
i.e. there exists an isomorphism whose linear term is given by the identity
matrix.
Now we briey remind the notion of the Cartier ring.
For a ommutative ring Q and a Q-algebra P one an introdue the
following operators on P [[∆]].
For f =
∑
i≥0 ci∆
i ∈ P [[∆]], a ∈ Q we dene
Vf = f∆; ff =
∑
i>0
pci∆
i−1; 〈a〉f =
∑
ap
i
ci∆
i.
Cart(Q) (the Cartier p-ring, see [9℄) is the ring that is generated by
V, f , 〈a〉, a ∈ Q satisfying ertain natural relations (see [9℄, setion 16.2,
[2℄, and [3℄).
If M is a Cart(Q)-module, then M/VM has a natural struture of a
Q-module dened via a · (x mod VM) = 〈a〉x mod VM for any x ∈M .
We introdue an important denition (see [2℄).
Denition 2.2. 1. For Cart-modules M ⊂ N we write M ⊳ N , if for any
x ∈ M,Vx ∈ N , we have x ∈M . We all M a losed submodule of N .
2. Cart-moduleN is alled separated if {0}⊳N , i.e. N has noV-torsion.
We denote Cart(OL) by Cart; we all Cart-modules Cartier modules.
Note that we don't dene losed subsets of Cartier modules. Yet we
ould dene a topology on any Cart-module M whose losed subsets would
be C ⊂ M : Vx ∈ C =⇒ x ∈ C. Then any Cart-module homomorphism
would be a ontinuous map.
We dene the losure of a subset N of a Cartier moduleM as the smallest
losed Cart-submodule of M that ontains N .
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Proposition 2.3. 1. For any F/OL the group DF is a Cart-module via the
ation of operators dened above; it is anonially Cart-isomorphi to the
module of p-typial urves for F (see [9℄ and [14℄).
2. C(DF1, DF2) = Cart(DF1, DF2).
3. M ∈ C is equal to DF for some m-dimensional F/OL i C ⊳ L[[∆]]
m
and C mod ∆ = OL
m
.
In the papers [1℄ and [4℄ two funtors on the ategory of formal groups
were dened. The rst (alled the fration part) was similar to ertain dened
by Grothendiek, Messing and Fontaine; yet it was dened in a quite dierent
way and was desribed more preisely than the funtor in the book [7℄. The
behaviour of the fration part is (in some sense) linear.
The seond funtor (denoted byMF ) desribed the obstale for the Fontaine's
funtor to be an embedding of ategories. For a nite height formal group F
the value ofMF an be desribed by means of DFpi . Here Fpi = π
−1(πX, πY ).
Sine the oeients of Fpi tend to 0 quikly, the obstale funtor is 'nite'.
One may say that its omplexity is killed by f
s
(see Proposition 3.2.2 of [2℄).
3 Cartier-Oort modules of loal group shemes
Let S be a loal group sheme over OL; let 0 → S → F → G → 0 be
its resolution by means of nite height formal groups. We dene C(S) =
Coker(DF → DG).
In the paper [10℄ it was proved that S → C(S) is a well dened funtor
on the ategory of loal (nite at ommutative) group shemes over OL; it
denes an embedding of this ategory into the ategory of Cart-modules.
We all C(S) the Oort module of S. The theory of Oort also an be used
when the base ring is a eld of harateristi p. In this ase f orresponds to
the Frobenius, V orresponds to the Vershiebung operator (see [14℄).
Now we state the main lassiation result. It ompletely desribes the
properties of the Oort funtor.
Theorem 3.1. I1. Closed submodules of C(S) are in one-to-one orrespon-
dene with losed subgroup shemes of S.
2. If M = C(S), N = C(H) ⊳ M , where H ⊳ S, then M/N ≈ C(S/H).
3. Conversely, exat sequenes (as fppf-sheaves, i.e. the inlusion is a
losed embedding) of loal shemes indue exat sequenes of Oort modules.
II If f : S → T is a loal group sheme morphism, then Ker f∗ =
C(Ker f), where f∗ is the indued Oort modules homomorphism; we onsider
the kernel in the ategory of at group shemes.
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III A Cart-module M is isomorphi to C(S) for S being a nite at om-
mutative loal group sheme over OL if and only if M satises the following
onditions.
1. M/VM is a nite length OL-module.
2. M is separated.
3. ∩i≥0V
iM = {0}.
4. M = ClM(〈π〉M).
IV The minimal dimension of a nite height formal group F suh that S
an be embedded into F is equal to dimOL(C(S)/VC(S)) (i.e. to the number
of indeomposable OL-summands of C(S)/VC(S)).
V M = C(Ker[pr]F ) for an m-dimensional formal group F if and only if
in addition to the onditions of III, prM = 0 and M/VM ≈ (OL/p
rOL)
m
.
VI If S, T are loal, then Ext1(S, T ) = Ext1Cart(C(S), C(T )). Here we
onsider extensions in the ategory of nite at group shemes, whene the
denition of an exat sequene is the same as in part I3.
We introdue a natural denition of the tangent spae TS for a nite
group sheme S.
Denition 3.2. For a nite at groups sheme S/OL we denote by TS the
OL-dual of J/J
2
(i.e. HomOL(J/J
2, L/OL)), where J is the augmentation
ideal of the ane algebra of S.
It is well known that the tangent spae of a group sheme is equal (i.e.
naturally isomorphi) to the tangent spae of its loal part. Besides, if P
is any (unitial ommutative) OL-algebra then the (suitably dened) tangent
spae of SP = S ×SpecOL SpecP is anonially isomorphi to TS ⊗OL P .
We state the main properties of the tangent spae funtor.
Theorem 3.3. I TS is naturally isomorphi to C(S0)/VC(S0), where S0 is
the loal part of S.
II f : S → T is a losed embedding of loal group shemes if and only if
the indued map on the tangent spaes is an embedding.
III If 0→ H → S → T → 0 is an exat sequene of loal group shemes
(in the ategory of fppf-sheaves, i.e. H ⊳ S) then the orresponding sequene
of tangent spaes is also exat.
IV For a loal group sheme S the following numbers are equal.
1. The OL-dimension of J/J
2
.
2. The OL-dimension of C(S)/VC(S).
3. The minimal dimension of a nite height formal group F suh that
S ⊳ F .
V A loal group sheme S is equal to Ker[pr]F for some m-dimensional -
nite height formal group F/OL if and only if p
rS = 0, and TS ≈ (OL/p
rOL)
m
.
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4 Finite riteria for redution of Abelian vari-
eties
As an appliation of the results on nite group shemes ertain nite p-
adi riteria for semistable and ordinary redution of Abelian varieties were
proved. We all these riteria nite beause in ontrast to Grothendiek's
riteria (see [8℄) it is suient to hek ertain onditions on some nite
p-torsion subgroups of V (instead of the whole p-torsion).
We reall that an Abelian variety (over OK or OL) is alled an ordinary
redution one (or just ordinary) if the onneted omponent of 0 of the
redution of the Néron model of A is an extension of a torus by an ordinary
Abelian variety (over L).
In partiular, an ordinary variety has semistable redution. It an be
easily seen that an Abelian variety is ordinary if the formal group of its
Néron module is nite height and of multipliative type.
For example, a semistable redution ellipti urve is either ordinary or
supersingular.
Let V be an Abelian variety of dimension m over K that has semistable
redution over L.
Theorem 4.1. I V has semistable redution over K if and only if for there
exists a nite at group sheme H/OK suh that THOL ⊃ (OL/p
lOL)
m
(i.e.
there exists an embedding) and there exists a monomorphism g : HK →
Ker[pl]V,K.
II V has ordinary redution overK if and only if for someHK ⊂ Ker[p
l]V,K
andM unramied over K we have HM ∼= (µpl,M)
m
. Here µ denotes the group
sheme of roots of unity.
Part I is a vast generalization of Theorem 5.3 of [6℄ where the ase e <
p− 1, V of good redution over OL, was onsidered.
Finite l-adi riteria (see [12℄) seem to be easier to use; yet they don't
allow to hek whether the redution is ordinary.
If the redution of A over L is good then l an be replaed by l′.
5 Short plans for the proofs of the main state-
ments
Proposition 2.3 is an easy impliation of the usual Cartier theory. It easily
implies parts I and II of Theorem 3.1, and parts I  III of Theorem 3.3. The
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proof the neessity of onditions of part III in Theorem 3.1 is also more-or-less
easy.
To prove suieny of onditions of part III in Theorem 3.1 one applies
the expliit desription of the Cartier module of a formal group (see setion
27.7 of [9℄) and onstruts a formal group F suh that M is a Cart-fator
of DF . A formal group of dimension dimOL(M/VM) an be hosen. Next
one proves that a nite height formal group an be hosen. In this ase M
will be equal to DF/N for some N ⊳ DF suh that N is Cart-isomorphi to
DG for a nite height formal group G. Lastly one veries that M = C(S)
for S being the kernel of a ertain isogeny h : G→ F . Under the onditions
of part V of Theorem 3.1 (and Theorem 3.3) one obtains that G ≈ F , and
h = Ker[pr]F .
Parts IV and V of Theorem 3.3 are reformulations of the orresponding
parts of Theorem 3.1 in terms of tangent spaes. Part VI of Theorem 3.1
follows from the fat the the onditions of part III are preserved by extensions.
Now we sketh the proof of Theorem 1.1. First the following important
results on the redutions of group shemes are proved.
Proposition 5.1. 1. If the map h : S → T of OL-group shemes is injetive
on the generi bre, then the kernel of the redution map (as a kernel of a
group sheme morphism over L) is annihilated by f s.
2. If the map h : S → T of OL-group shemes is surjetive on the generi
bre, then the okernel of the redution map is annihilated by V
s
.
In the imperfet residue eld ase we extend L so that Fr−s(Coker h) will
be dened over L.
Part 1 is proved by an analysis of the properties of the 'obstale' funtor
(see the end of 2); part 2 follows immediately as the dual of part 1.
In the proof of Proposition 5.1 (and in several other plaes) the loal-
étale exat sequene for nite at ommutative group shemes is used to
redue the problem to the study of loal group shemes (and hene to formal
groups). Some of these redution reasonings are quite ompliated.
Next one proeeds to the proof of Theorem 1.1 using the fat f
s
V
s = ps.
For the proofs of redution riteria expliit Cartier module desent is
used.
In [2℄ the following important statements were were proved. For the rst
an expliit desent reasoning for DF was used. The seond was proved using
at desent; the details of the proof are rather ompliated.
Proposition 5.2. 1. Let F be a nite height formal group over OL. Suppose
that its generi bre (as a p-divisible group) FL = F×SpecOLSpecL is dened
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over K, i.e. there exists a p-divisible group ZK over K suh that
ZK ×SpecK SpecL ∼= FL. (2)
Suppose that for t = vp(e0) + 1 and some group sheme T/OK we have
Ker[pt]Z ≈ T ×SpecOK SpecK. Suppose also that this isomorphism om-
bined with the isomorphism (2) is the generi bre of a ertain isomorphism
T ×SpecOK SpecOL
∼= Ker[pt]F . Then ZK ≈ F
′
K for some formal group
F ′/OK .
2. Let V be a p-divisible group over OL. Suppose that its generi bre is
dened over K and its loal part is dened over OK i.e. there exist p-divisible
groups U/K and S0/OK , an isomorphsim f : UL → VL, an isomorphism
h : S0OL → V of S0OL with the loal part of V , and an imbedding i : S0K → U
suh that hL = fL ◦ iL.
Then V is dened over OK if and only if the inertia group of K ats
trivially on U/i(S0K)(F ) where F is the algebrai losure of K.
Using this, Theorem 1.1, and Cartier modules of group shemes one an
prove a ertain good redution riterion for Abelian varieties (see [2℄). We
don't formulate that riterion here.
Using part 1 of Proposition 5.2, Theorem 1.1, and a ertain tangent spae
argument one proves the following fat.
Proposition 5.3. Let V be a p-divisible group over K, let Y be a p-divisible
group of dimension m over OL (i.e. its loal part is a formal group of di-
mension m). Suppose that V ×SpecK SpecL ∼= Y ×SpecOL SpecL. We denote
by G the loal part of Y , by J the orresponding subgroup of V .
Then the following onditions are equivalent:
I There exists a p-divisible group Z over OK suh that J ∼= Z ×SpecOK
SpecK.
II For some (nite at ommutative) group shemeH/OK we have THOL ≈
(OL/p
l′OL)
m
and there exists a monomorphism g : HK → Ker[p
l′ ]V,K.
III We have THOL ⊃ (OL/p
l′OL)
m
(i.e. there exists an embedding); there
exists a monomorphism g : HK → Ker[p
l′]V,K.
Note that II =⇒ III is obvious; I =⇒ II follows immediately from part
V of Theorem 3.3.
The following result on Abelian varieties is useful. By a ertain duality
argument the statement is redued to Grothendiek's riterion on semistable
redution of Abelian varieties (see Proposition 5.13 part  in [8℄).
Let V/K denote an Abelian variety that has semistable redution over
L, denote by Vf/L the formal part of the p-torsion of V (i.e. the part or-
responding to the formal group F of the Néron model of V over OL). It is
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easily seen that Vf is equal to VfK ×SpecK SpecL for a ertain anonially
dened p-divisible group VfK over K.
Theorem 5.4. V has semistable redution over K if and only if there exists
a formal p-divisible group G/OK suh that the generi bre of G (as a p-
divisible group) is isomorphi to VfK .
Now we sketh the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Let Vf denote the nite part of Tp(V ) (the p-torsion of V ) onsidered as
a p-divisible group over L.
If V has semistable redution over K then Vf orresponds to a ertain
m-dimensional nite height formal group Y dened over OK . Therefore we
an take H = [Ker pl]Y,OK . It will be of multipliative type (i.e. dual-étale)
if V is ordinary.
For the onverse impliation a ertain tangent spae argument along with
Proposition 5.3 proves that Vf is dened over OK . Then Theorem 5.4 proves
part I.
Lastly it remains to notie that a p-divisible group Y over OL is of mul-
tipliative type i Ker[p]Y is. Then an easy tangent spae alulation proves
part II.
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